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Innovation in life sciences 
 

PaperClip RNA: 
Novel RNA design for effective 

gene silencing in insects 
 

The use of novel paperclip RNA (pcRNA) allows the use of 
powerful RNAi techniques in a wide range of insects  

  
The pcRNA design overcomes current limitations with the use 

of RNAi in lepidopteran species that are intractable to other 
forms of RNA molecules  

 
RNA interference (RNAi) is a powerful tool to reduce or eliminate the expression of target genes. It is successfully used in 

several human therapeutics and has also been identified as an extremely promising tool to control plant pests, especially 

insects. As RNAi is sequence specific it can target pest species in a highly selective manner, without affecting non-target 

species. It is possible to either express the RNAi in genetically modified plants or apply the RNAi topically, for example by 

spraying. Ingestion of the RNAi by target insects then prevents or reduces the expression of a targeted gene essential to the 

insect’s viability. However, in some insect species, RNAi strategies can be ineffective as the RNA is either degraded and/or not 

well taken up by cells and therefore unable to reach its target. For example, most lepidopteran insects, which are the most 

serious agricultural pests, are unmanageable by RNAi. When these insects ingest dsRNAs, their gut cells fail to deliver the 

ingested dsRNA to the target locations. 

 

Now the inventors observed that short “paperclip” RNAs (pcRNAs), with partially closed ends, efficiently enter cells via a 

clathrin-independent pathway, are more stable than other forms of RNA and effectively facilitate transcript knockdown. This 

alternative RNA structure provides a novel approach to control insect pests that either are recalcitrant to RNAi or where 

resistance to RNAi-insecticides has arisen through changes in dsRNA uptake mechanisms. 

 

The pcRNAs form a secondary structure consisting of a 

double stranded region comprising an RNAi sequence of at 

least 21 nucleotides, two single-stranded hairpin loops 

flanking either end of the double-stranded region; and a 5’ 

end and a 3’ end within the double stranded region that are 

closed but not covalently sealed. 

 

 

Figure 1: Schematic drawing of exemplary short paperclip 

RNAs (pcRNAs), with two closed ends, but not covalently 

sealed. The “missing” phosphodiester bond is highlighted 

with an asterisk. Shown are two pcRNAs to target Aedes 

aegypti snf7 and Kermit genes. Nucleotides labelled red 

indicate high certainty of predicted secondary structure. 

 

 

Suitable targets for RNAi in insects are generally genes involved in insect cuticle formation (for example, chitin synthase; 

chitinase); control of metamorphosis (for example, ecdysone receptor; ultraspiracle; prothoracicotropic hormone; molting 

defective); genes involved in cellular respiration (for example cytochrome c heme lyase, superoxide dismutase; catalase); DNA 

structure/organization (for example, dre4, ssrp, condensin); intracellular transport (for example, Snf7; Rab6; dynamin); and 

neural function (for example, Fez2; Ace). 
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The inventors studied uptake and effectiveness of 

different types of RNAs in mosquito cells and 

larvae. In these insects RNA uptake is facilitated 

by clathrin-mediated endocytosis. 

 

In some invertebrates RNA transport proteins can 

facilitate dsRNA uptake whereas in many insects 

uptake seems to be facilitated by clathrin-

mediated endocytosis (CME). Inhibition of 

clathrin-mediated endocytosis by CPZ is sufficient 

to supress uptake of short (21 nt) interfering 

RNAs (siRNAs), short (23 nt) hairpin RNAs 

(shRNAs), and long (>200 nt) dsRNA molecules 

in Aedes aegypti cultured cells and larvae. In 

contrast, short (23 nt) pcRNAs, enter cells via a 

clathrin-independent pathway and effectively 

facilitate transcript knockdown. 

 

Figure 2: pcRNA molecules are very effective 

in reducing transcript levels both when CME is 

active or blocked. Transcript knockdown 

efficiencies of alternative dsRNA structures in 

cells treated with (+) and without (-) the clathrin 

inhibitor chlorpromazine (CPZ). Panels (a) and (b) 

represent the transcript knockdown of kermit and 

snf7, respectively, measured relative to the 

dsGUS-treated negative controls.  

 

 

 

The inventors also targeted two genes (actin and the putative orthologue of kermit) in fall armyworm (Spodoptera frugiperda) 

cells and larvae. They compared different RNA structures (long dsRNA, siRNA, long hairpin, short hairpin, long pcRNA and 

short pcRNA). Fall armyworm cells are known to be refractory to exogenous dsRNA. The results demonstrate that pcRNAs can 

enter Spodoptera whereas linear or hairpin dsRNAs cannot; long dsRNA, siRNA and hairpin of different lengths showed 

knockdown of target transcripts of around 5%, whereas long pcRNAs had a five times higher and short pcRNAs a ten times 

higher efficiency. These results demonstrate that the pcRNA structure facilitates entry into these lepidopteran cells, and the 

short pcRNAs appear to either enter the cells more readily or are processed more efficiently than the longer pcRNAs.  

 

In summary pcRNAs enter lepidopteran cells and induce RNAi, unlike conventional dsRNAs, which generally fail to induce 

RNAi in this large group of important pests. Hence, these new molecules can be used to control pests that are currently 

refractory to dsRNA gene silencing.  
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